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How To Get Maximum Value From The Research Platform 
 

Step 1 - Housekeeping: Allow for all emails! 
Whenever I update something, I send an email. Therefore, when you join, you just need 
to go to your profile in the upper right corner and click on edit profile. There is also a 
contact form for questions, or you can also use my email (feel free to send emails :-) ): 

 investwithsven@gmail.com 

Allow for all emails: 

 
When you click on 'Edit Profile', check the box: "Yes, Sven Carlin Research Platform can 
email me with promotions and news"  

Don't worry, I won't send you any promotions or other, this is just necessary to comply to 
all email rules and to make sure you get the weekly platform email updates, especially if 
you are from Europe due to GDPR rules. 

 
With that done, you'll be getting an email on average once a week with updates on what 
is new on the platform. Let's go to investing. 
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Step 2 - Investing 
The platform is structured so that the most important things are all in the top:  

 
 

You are now on the 'How To Use the Platform'. and just below this you have: 

1 - Stocks To Buy Now & Strategy - I update this monthly and discuss the risk and reward 
of my top ideas. There is an introduction to the positions with a direct link to the deeper 
analysis and coverage over time. The analyses of the covered stocks are all below the first 
6 threads that I am discussing now here. 

2 - Value Investing Risk & Reward Quadrant - This is a visual update that should 
summarize the theses and conclusions for the covered stocks. 

3 - Covered Stocks List Summary - Sizing, Timing, Thinking, Randoms On Positions - 
Here is touch on all covered stocks, discussing the risk and reward and also the situation 
in order to see when a covered stock might become a stock to buy. Plus, there is a 
discussion on how a position could fit a concentrated or more diversified portfolio. Of 
course, there is a direct link to the full research reports on the covered stocks. 

4 - 50% Per Year Investing Strategy - I believe that in life you get what you focus on! 
Therefore, here I have put my views on whether a position can give a 50% per year return 
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or a 100% in two years, or more. This is a great exercise to improve the risk and reward 
perspective on any covered stock and could also be the only focus for some. 

5 - Sven Carlin Investing - Here I share my personal portfolio where I add something 
every month or every second month. My goal here is to compound my money over time 
and make this the vehicle for my long-term financial freedom. 

6 - The Model Portfolio - Monthly Buys- I've started this portfolio when launching the 
platform in 2018 and this represents my view on how a portfolio looking for global value 
investment opportunities could look like. The portfolio was launched with 5,000 EUR in 
2018 and 250 EUR are added each month where I make a transaction each month 
showing what are my best ideas and how I position them in this portfolio.  

The above is the application and the strategy from the below which is research. Don't get 
overwhelmed because I put all the research done on the platform, as said, all that 
matters in my eyes is in the top.  

If you wish to catch up on the process, you can check the last emails I have sent in the 
email history, it also shows what to expect going forward. (bottom of first chapter) 

 
Below that, there are hundreds of research reports but those are mostly there for 
reference. You might scroll to see if there is something of interest to you if you have time. 

That is about it, any questions, related or not related to the platform, just ship me an 
email, ask in the comment section below the reports or contact me through the platform 
contact form: 

investwithsven@gmail.com 
 
Enjoy the process of long-term investing to increase your lower level of 
wealth across cycles. 
 


